
DAILY  HOMEWORK FOR CLASS-3  
 DATE-30/7/2020  
  
 *ENGLISH   LANGUAGE  
1.Write some common punctuation with definition and example in your fair copy. 
1.Full stop 2. Question mark. 3. Exclamation mark. 
 
********* 
 Video- Punctuation. part- 2  
******** 
 
 English literature  
1.Write two stanza of  
Just Imagine. 
 
********* 
 Video- Chapter-5 Part- 2  
********* 
 
 HINDI* 
 

1.                                        

     -            ,       औ                                                -       ,           

 
********* 

 Video -       
********* 
 
 MATHS 
 Addition  
Properties of addition. 
1. Order property or commutative property of addition. 
The sum of two numbers does not change when the order of the addends is change.  
Learn and write the order property of addition. 
 
********* 
 Video- chapter- 4 part 7  
********* 
 
 SCIENCE  
Chapter-4 Birds 
Write answer the following in class work copy. l 
Q.) What makes wading birds different from birds that swim? Give examples for each. 
Ans-the wading birds do not swim but wade through water.they have long slender legs that allow them to walk slowly through 
water without getting wet. e.g cranes and sandpiper 
f) How are flight less birds different from other birds? 
Ans - Flightless birds are different from other birds as they cannot fly due to their heavy body and small wing bones. 
 
********* 
 Video- Birds( Part 5 and Part 8)  
********* 
 
 *SST 
Chapter 3 India: Physical and Political divisions 
Answer the following question : 
Q.1 Name the neighbouring  countries of India : 
Ans.1 Neighbouring countries of India are: Pakistan, China,Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Myanmar, Sri Lanka and Maldives. 



 
Q.2 Why do you think India was divided into states and union territories? 
Ans.2 India was divided into states and union territories primarily because of administrative purposes. 
 
********* 
 Video : India : physical division part -1  
********* 
 
 COMPUTER  
Chapter 3 
1.Write word meaning in your copy from book page number 34. 
 
********* 
 Video- Ch-3 part -1  
********* 
  
 LEARN* 
  
 ENGLISH LANGUAGE*  
1.Learn  the definition  of punctuation.  
 
 *ENGLISH  LITERATURE  
 1.Learn rhyming words. 
 
 
 HINDI  

2.                                       

 
 MATHS*  
1.Learn and write the order property of addition. 
 
 COMPUTER:-  
Learn the written work as given above.  
 
 SCIENCE 
 1.Learn the written work as given above.  
 
 SST  
1. Learn the written work. 


